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Answer ang frve qrrestions

1. Wlat is iogic? Discuss its subject-matter- "The study

of logic is not useful, because tlose who study logrc

also arsre incorrectly"' Expl"itt-

2. Discuss the modern classification of propositions- Is
'

the modern classificatiorl more reasonable than the

traditionai one? Give Your views

3. What is syilogism? What is its structare? Discuss the

role of niddle tersr in a syiiogism-

4. State and explain the Law of Uniformity of Nature-

Why is it catrled a formal. ground of induction?
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5" 'What is obversion and what are its rules? Explain the .

rules by obverting A,rE, I and O propositions.

6. Explain the Method of Agreement \irith illustratioa- 'f
:

Indicate the adt'antages and disadvantages of this

method-

7. Write short n<ites on {any two'l :

{a} Reiation of logic to Mathematics

- {b} Paradox of induction

, {c) Good and bad analogl

{d) Laws of thought

8. What is introspection? Explain the advantages and

disadv.antages of the introspective process.

9. How can sensation be distinguished from feeling?':
Explain the 'Weber-Fechner law with the help of
concrete examples-

10. Define attention. Explain with examples the different
.

varieties of attention- Is attention a cognitive or

conative process?
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' 11"' Discus-s in detafi the various conditions of nnemory.
t .., .-.,Can memory be improved by practice?

'..
.:..'" 12- 'what is inte[igence? what are the various theories

regar{igg the narure of interiigence? 'which theory is,
: mor€ convincing and why,?, .

13. IV'rite short notes or, (*yl tuol :

.

tal Belief

(bl Imaginarion 
:

' r : {c} Freud's &eory of drearn '

,:l

'' , -,' {d) Nature of personality
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